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Abstract
In this paper, we introduce an algorithmic scheme to /nd optimal (v; 4; 2)-OOCs of small
orders. We determine the sizes of optimal (v; 4; 2)-OOCs up to v = 44, with three possible
exceptions. We also develop an algebraic method to generate all di3erence triples over Zv.
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1. Introduction
Denition 1.1. An (n; !; ) optical orthogonal code (OOC) C is a family of (0; 1)
sequences of length n and weight ! which satis/es the following two properties:
1. The autocorrelation property:
n−1∑
t=0
xtxt⊕	6 
for every x∈C and every integer 	, 	 ≡ 0 (mod n), where x = {xt}n−1t=0 .
2. The crosscorrelation property:
n−1∑
t=0
xtyt⊕	6 
for every x∈C and y∈C with x = y and every integer 	, where ⊕ denotes addition
mod n.
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We may also view optical orthogonal codes from a set-theoretic perspective. The
following alternative de/nition is used throughout the rest of this paper.
Denition 1.2. An (n; !; ) OOC C is a family of !-subsets of Zn which satis/es the
following two properties:
1. The autocorrelation property:
|(X + a) ∩ (X + b)|6 
for any X ∈C and every a ≡ b (mod n).
2. The crosscorrelation property:
|(X + a) ∩ (Y + b)|6 
for any X ∈C and Y ∈C with X = Y and every a; b∈Zn, where X + a = {x ⊕
a | x∈X }, and ⊕ denotes addition mod n.
The usual objective is to employ a large OOC. For a given set of values of n, !,
and , the largest possible size of an (n; !; ) OOC is denoted by (n; !; ).
Denition 1.3. An (n; !; ) code C is optimal if the number of codewords |C| =
(n; !; ).
Since it is diEcult to determine the exact value of (n; !; ) in general, upper bounds
on (n; !; ) are of interest. Optical orthogonal codes may also be viewed as constant
weight error-correcting codes in which any two codewords are cyclically distinct. The
most general upper bound for (n; !; ) in [5] is, therefore, derived from the Johnson
bound for constant weight codes, which is as follows.
Theorem 1.1 (Johnson bound).
(n; !; )6
⌊
1
!
⌊
n− 1
!− 1
⌊
n− 2
!− 2
⌊
· · ·
⌊
n− 
!− 
⌋
· · ·
⌋⌋⌋⌋
:
In this paper, we present some optimal (n; 4; 2)-OOCs, most of which achieve the
Johnson bound.
Based on the set-theoretic de/nition of OOCs, we can set up a close relationship be-
tween OOCs and (partial) cyclic t-designs. First, let us give the de/nitions of t-designs,
cyclic t-designs and partial cyclic t-designs.
Denition 1.4. A (partial) t-(v; k; ) design is a pair (X;B) where X is a v-set (the
point set), and B is a family of k-subsets of X (the family of blocks), such that any
t-subset of X occurs in precisely (at most)  blocks.
Denition 1.5. A (partial) t-(v; k; ) design is cyclic if its automorphism group contains
a cycle of length v. Furthermore, if under the action of this automorphism, each orbit is
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of length v (without any short ones), it is a strictly cyclic (partial) design. A (strictly)
cyclic partial t-(v; k; ) design is also called a (strictly) cyclic packing.
The relationship between OOCs and cyclic t-designs can be summarized as in the
following theorem. For a detailed treatment on this topic, refer to [2] or [4].
Theorem 1.2 (Wensong Chu [2]). Any (v; !; )-OOC is equivalent to a (+1)-(v; !; 1)
strictly cyclic partial design, where ¿ 1. On the other hand, any t-(v; k; 1) strictly
cyclic partial design is equivalent to a (v; k; t − 1)-OOC, where t¿ 2.
2. (v; 4; 2)-OOCs and cyclic Steiner quadruple systems
In this paper, we mainly deal with (v; 4; 2)-OOCs. They are equivalent to strictly
cyclic 3-(v; 4; 1) partial designs.
Denition 2.1. A 3-(v; 4; 1) design is a Steiner quadruple system (SQS(v)). A strictly
cyclic SQS(v) is denoted as sSQS(v), and a cyclic SQS(v) is denoted as CSQS(v).
After the concepts of OOCs were introduced in [5] around 1989, OOCs with = 1
have been extensively studied and a lot of literature has been published. For the case
of ¿ 1, relatively fewer studies have been carried out. In [2], the /rst author devel-
oped a recursive construction for any type of OOCs. This construction also guarantees
asymptotic optimality if the original family is asymptotically optimal. Furthermore,
some new progress on CSQSs are obtained via applying the recursive construction to
CSQSs (refer to [4]).
Professor Zhu Lie [12] asked the /rst author for a table of optimal (v; 4; 2)-OOCs
with small orders. This is one of the direct motivations of this paper, since it appears
reasonable that small OOCs are needed both in recursive constructions and to obtain
a fuller understanding of existence in general.
In this paper, we present an e3ective algorithm to construct a table of optimal OOCs
up to order 44 (with three possible exceptions). Before we introduce the scheme, we
discuss some basic properties and results on cyclic Steiner quadruple systems.
Theorem 2.1 (Hanani [7]). The necessary and su8cient condition for the existence
of a Steiner quadruple system of order v, (brie:y SQS(v)) is v ≡ 2 or 4 (mod 6).
The problem of determining those values v for which cyclic Steiner quadruple
systems (brieMy, CSQS(v)) exist is still unresolved.
A di;erence quadruple (DQ) (i.e. 4-cycle) is a 4-tuple of positive integers (a; b; c; d)
with a+b+c+d=v. A di;erence triple (DT) (i.e. 3-subcycle) is a 3-tuple of positive
integers (a; b; c) with a+b+c=v. Any DQ (a; b; c; d) contains four DTs, say (a; b; c+d),
(b; c; d+ a), (c; d; a+ b) and (d; a; b+ c). From any DQ (a; b; c; d), we can construct
a starter block S = {0; a; a+ b; a+ b+ c}. Two DTs (or DQs) are equivalent if their
starter blocks are in the same orbit under the action of Zv.
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A DQ need not contain four inequivalent DTs. The exceptions can be character-
ized as follows. A DQ of the form (i; v=2 − i; i; v=2 − i) gives rise to two inequiv-
alent DTs if i = v=4. A DQ of the form (v=4; v=4; v=4; v=4) gives rise to a unique
DT. The former is a half quadruple and latter a quarter quadruple. They corre-
spondingly give half and quarter orbits when Zv acts on their corresponding starter
blocks.
In this paper, we deal with strictly cyclic packing, so we avoid these short orbits.
Also, we no longer restrict ourselves to v ≡ 2; 4 (mod 6). We shall take orders of OOCs
from any possible equivalence class modulo 6.
3. An algorithm based on the maximum clique problem
Let G = (V; E) be a simple undirected graph with vertex set V and edge set E. A
subset C of V is an clique of G if every two distinct vertices of C are joined by
an edge. The maximum clique problem (MCP) is to /nd a clique with the largest
cardinality. It is well known that MCP is an NP-hard problem, so this paper is not
concerned with using a polynomial-time MCP algorithm. Instead, we use a couple of
well-designed MCP algorithms to /nd OOCs; while not polynomial time in the worst
case, both are e3ective in the problems encountered.
In this section, we /rst reduce the problem of constructing optimal (v; 4; 2)-OOC to
a maximum clique problem. Then we discuss some techniques related to this particular
problem. Computational results are presented in the last section.
Denition 3.1. A DT from Zv is full if its orbit under the action of Zv has length v.
A DQ from Zv is full if it consists of four inequivalent full DTs from Zv. Two DQs
are disjoint, if they do not have common equivalent DTs.
Let Gv = (V; E), where V is the set of all full DQs from Zv. For any two di3erent
vertices from V , an edge appears between them if and only if the two corresponding
DQs are disjoint.
Theorem 3.1. For any given positive integer v, let Gv be de?ned as above. Any max-
imum clique of Gv is an optimal (v; 4; 2)-OOC.
Proof. The conclusion follows immediately from the de/nitions of OOCs and
MCP.
Theorem 3.2 (an algorithm). To ?nd an optimal (v; 4; 2)-OOC, follow the steps:
1. ?nd all full DTs from Zv;
2. ?nd all full DQs from Zv;
3. build the graph Gv;
4. run an MCP solver to get a maximum clique.
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Remark 3.1. In the case v ≡ 0 (mod 3), we must exclude the short DT of the form
(v=3; v=3; v=3) for generating DQs.
4. An algebraic method to nd all DTs
In this section, we introduce an algebraic method to produce all DTs eEciently. This
method is related a special class of matrices, the r-simple matrices in [2].
Denition 4.1. Let G be an abelian group of size n. Let r be a positive integer. An
s × t matrix A= (aij) over G is r-simple if the di3erence of any two column vectors
of A contains each element in G at most r − 1 times.
Theorem 4.1 (Wensong Chu [2]). The maximum number of columns in an r-simple
matrix over G is nr−1.
Lemma 4.1 (Wensong Chu [3]). Let p be a prime and f(x) be a polynomial in
GF(p)[x]. De?ne a p× p array D= (dij) with dij = ij + f(i), 16 i; j6p. Then D
is a 2-simple matrix over Zp.
Now we are ready to give a construction of an r-simple p × pr−1 matrix over Zp
for any prime p, with r¿ 3. We start from r = 3, as r = 2 can be obtained from the
above lemma.
Theorem 4.2 (Wensong Chu [3]). Let 36 r6p be an integer, and p be an odd
prime. Let
F=
{
f(x) =
r−1∑
i=2
aixi | ai ∈GF(p); 26 i6 r − 1
}
be a family of pr−2 polynomials over GF(p). De?ne Df(x) = (d
f(x)
ij ) with d
f(x)
ij = ij+
f(i), (16 i; j6p), for any f(x)∈F. Then
D= (Df(x) |f(x)∈F)
is an r-simple matrix over Zp, where D is a p× pr−1 array consisting of all Df(x)s
with f(x)∈F.
Corollary 4.1. For any 26 r6p, there exists an r-simple p×pr−1 matrix over Zp.
We also need a product construction for r-simple matrices. To make the paper
self-contained, we provide a short description of the construction.
Theorem 4.3 (Wensong Chu [2]). Let A= (aij) be an m× n r-simple matrix over Zs
and B=(bij) be an m×k r-simple matrix over Zt . Then there exists an m×nk r-simple
matrix over Zst .
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Proof. For any column of A, say the ith column $i = (a1i ; a2i ; : : : ; ami)T, construct the
following m× k matrix:
Hi =


a1i + sb11 a1i + sb12 · · · a1i + sb1k
a2i + sb21 a2i + sb22 · · · a2i + sb2k
· · · · · ·
ami + sbm1 ami + sbm2 · · · ami + sbmk

 :
Then the following matrix:
H = (H1; H2; : : : ; Hn);
is the desired r-simple matrix.
Using this construction, we prove that for any v¿ 2, there exists a 3-simple matrix
with four rows and v2 columns (maximum number of columns). First we present two
examples, used later.
Example 4.1. The following matrix is a 4× 4 3-simple matrix over Z2:

0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1
0 1 0 1
0 1 1 0

 :
Example 4.2. Let p = 3 and r = 3. There exists a 4 × 9 3-simple matrix over Z3 as
follows:

2 0 1 0 1 2 1 2 0
0 2 1 1 0 2 2 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 2 2 1 1 1 0 0 0

 :
Theorem 4.4. For any v¿ 2, there exists a 4× v2 3-simple matrix over Zv.
Proof. By Theorem 4.3, it is suEcient to show that for any prime number p there
exists a 4 × p2 3-simple matrix over Zp. By Theorem 4.2, there exists a 3-simple
matrix for any p¿ 3. The two examples given provide constructions for p=2; 3.
Denition 4.2. Two three-dimensional column vectors over Zv are equivalent if their
di3erence is (i; i; i)T for some i∈Zv.
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Corollary 4.2. Let T = {a; b; c} be any triple with distinct elements. Then any per-
mutation of T has an equivalent column in any 3× v2 3-simple matrix M , which can
be obtained by taking any three rows of a 4× v2 3-simple matrix.
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Without loss of generality, suppose that the column vector
x = (a; b; c)T has no equivalent columns in M . Then we can add x as a new column
of M and M is still 3-simple. (Otherwise x has an equivalent column in M .) This one
additional column contradicts the fact that M has the maximum number of columns
allowed by Theorem 4.1.
Denition 4.3. Let u = (a1; a2; a3)T and w = (b1; b2; b3)T be two vectors from Zv =
{0; 1; : : : ; v − 1}. We de/ne u¡w, if ∃i, such that ak = bk for k ¡ i and ai ¡bi as
integers.
Denition 4.4. Let x={a; b; c} be any triple with distinct elements. The smallest vector
among (0; b−a; c−a)T, (0; c−a; b−a)T, (0; a−b; c−b)T, (0; c−b; a−b)T, (0; a−c; b−c)T,
(0; b− c; a− c)T (mod v) is the normal form of x.
Corollary 4.3 (algorithm to /nd all DTs). (1) Construct a 3× v2 3-simple matrix M
over Zv according to Theorem 4.4.
(2) Delete all columns with repeated entries from M , and denote the resulting
matrix as M ′.
(3) For each column of the M ′, compute its normal form, and sort the columns.
(4) Select all the di;erent columns to form the starter blocks of all di;erent DTs.
Example 4.3. For v=10, we get the following matrix from the above algorithm; each
column is in the normal form of some triple:

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 4 5 6 7 6

 :
The corresponding DTs are the columns of the following matrix:

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 2 3 4 5 3
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 6 5 4 3 4

 :
5. Optimal (v; 4; 2)-OOCs with v6 44
In this section, /rst we provide a table consisting of three columns: the order,
the corresponding Johnson bound J (v; 4; 2), and (v; 4; 2). We list the codewords of
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Table 1
v J (v; 4; 2) (v; 4; 2) v J (v; 4; 2) (v; 4; 2)
7 1 1 26 25 25
8 1 1 27 26 26
9 2 1 28 29 29
10 3 3 29 30 30
11 3 3 30 33 33
12 4 3 31 35 35
13 5 4 32 38 38
14 6 6 33 40 40
15 7 7 34 44 44
16 8 8 35 45 45
17 9 9 36 49 ¿ 48
18 11 11 37 51 51
19 12 12 38 55 55
20 14 14 39 57 57
21 15 15 40 61 61
22 17 17 41 63 63
23 18 18 42 68 ¿ 67
24 21 ¿ 20 43 70 70
25 22 22 44 75 75
optimal (v; 4; 2) with 106 v6 20 thereafter. Table 1 contains the search results on
optimal (v; 4; 2)-OOCs. We have determined the value of (v; 4; 2) up to 44, except
v∈{24; 36; 42}.
We now list the codewords of the optimal (v; 4; 2)-OOCs obtained from our compu-
tation with 106 v6 20.
• Optimal (v; 4; 2)-OOCs, with v= 10; 11:

0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 1 1 1 1
4 3 2 6 5 2
7 4 6 9 7 4

 :
• Optimal (v; 4; 2)-OOCs, with 126 v6 15:

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 1 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 2 2
3 4 4 3 5 6 7 2 3 4 6 4 6 2 3 4 7 9 4 5
7 6 7 4 6 9 10 8 12 5 9 9 10 6 8 10 11 13 12 8

 :
• Optimal (v; 4; 2)-OOCs, with v= 16; 17:

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 3
2 5 6 8 9 5 9 6 2 3 4 8 9 4 7 7 8
4 12 7 14 13 7 12 11 12 6 5 10 15 8 14 13 12

 :
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• Optimal (18; 4; 2)-OOC:

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3
2 3 7 9 10 4 5 7 8 7 10
6 4 8 14 13 12 14 9 15 13 14

 :
• Optimal (19; 4; 2)-OOC:

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3
2 3 5 7 8 12 13 4 6 9 7 10
10 6 16 15 11 14 17 13 16 14 13 14

 :
• Optimal (20; 4; 2)-OOC:

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4
2 3 4 5 7 9 4 6 7 6 8 9 8 9
11 18 17 6 8 12 12 8 9 13 15 14 14 13

 :
We have all the codewords for the (v; 4; 2)-OOCs up to 44 available. To save the
space of this paper, we only provide them up to 20. The remaining OOCs can be
found at the second author’s web page [6].
The MCP solvers we used are a reactive local search (RLS) algorithm from Battiti
and Protasi [1], and an exact branch-and-bound algorithm developed by Niskanen and
QOstergRard [9,10]. The RLS algorithm is very powerful to /nd one “locally optimal
solution” in limited time. The second algorithm is used to do an exhaustive search for
maximum cliques.
Remark 5.1. The Johnson bound can be achieved in most cases. In those cases that the
Johnson bounds are achieved, we de/nitely know that we have obtained optimal OOCs.
If it is one codeword short of the Johnson bound, we need to run an exhaustive search
to determine the value of (v; 4; 2). We have done a complete search for v=9; 12; 13.
A complete search for v= 24 has not been completed yet.
Remark 5.2. From Table 1, we believe that the Johnson bound J (v; 4; 2) are achievable
in general for all v ≡ 0 (mod 6), except v= 9; 13.
Remark 5.3. Optimal (v; 4; 2)-OOC can also be obtained via rotational SQSs. If there
exists a rotational SQS of order v + 1, then there exists an optimal (v; 4; 2)-OOC. In
[8], an improved product construction of [11] is presented for rotational SQS of order
v+ 1 with v+ 1 ≡ 2; 4 (mod 6).
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